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00:15:40 Rudolf (Rudy) Blums: Hallo & welcome from Belgrave, Wurundjeri land 

00:16:01 Kate McBride: G’day everyone, Kate from The Australia Institute here. Thanks for 

joining us for poll position today. 

 

Just a reminder to keep this chat civil and on topic or I’ll have to boot you out. As Ebony said use the 

Q&A function to submit questions for the panel to answer live! 

00:16:05 Liz Ryan: Prof Stiglitz was wonderful. Thanks Aust Inst 

00:16:07 Robynne Burchell: Good afternoon from Bidwel country in East Gippsland 

00:18:06 Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia): howdy 

00:18:22 Elizabeth Robinson: Need to also mention Covid! 10 000 deaths this year. 

00:19:10 Kate McBride: A little reminder, the chat has options for ‘Hosts and panelists’ or 

‘Everyone’. Choose the latter option to participate in the chat with everyone. 

00:19:17 Judith Leslie: PM hot on Climate Change yet his ministers are praising record coal 

exports ! hmmm.... 

00:19:38 Linda Peach on Djarrawunang Land: Greetings from Drjarrawunang land.  It's 

such a relief to see the adults are back in charge of Australia.  No sound bytes or ukulele wrangling.... 

just good, solid, boring governance. 

00:20:05 Cheryl Tonkin: Yes Judith its a bit of a worry. Maybe the minister is not fit for 

purpose ? 

00:21:04 Darryl Fallow: The spin will be “record coal exports = record $$$! 

00:21:42 Cheryl Tonkin: I was hoping the Teals would be the achilles heal. 

00:22:44 Mitzi Tuke: Tanya Plibersek is being asked to reconsider approvals for a number 

of coal and gas projects. A Qld environment council is mounting a challenge to these projects and 

crowd funding https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2022/jul/11/labor-faces-decisions-on-

approval-of-up-to-27-coal-developments-including-greenfield-mines-analysis-shows 

00:22:53 Rob Calvert: @Cheryl Yes I too waa hoping they could force more significant 

change 

00:23:15 Leonora RITTER: Perrottet needs to distance himself from “Liberals”, but can 

he survive Barrilarogate? 

00:23:25 Murray SAYLE: Record coal exports and world leading LNG exporter hard to 

understand how climate action and these facts line up. 

00:24:00 Carl Stevens: Hello everyone from the lands of the Bunurong people 

00:24:10 Darryl Fallow: Alas the government has an outright majority, so may therefore 

ignore the ‘Teals’. I am hoping the PM might be a bit more inclusive. Let's see. 

00:24:12 Anne Layton-Bennett: The teals will have their moment when parliament returns, 

and I'm sure they will. Along with the Greens. 

00:24:17 Bill Thomas: Yes, let's all write to Tanya. Bill Thomas on Darug land 
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00:24:21 Cate Cooper: I think the most important part is the approval or not (hopefully) of 

new Fossil Fuel projects 

00:24:39 Linda Tullberg: re Coal, we can and should cut back thermal coal exports but until 

someone figures out how to make high qualiry steel without metallurgical coal, we can't avoid 

exports of that. The majority of steel making uses blast furnaces that need the coal. The type of steel 

that uses green hydrogen is not the same quality. 

00:24:43 Di Wykes: @leonora Let's hope not. 

00:24:52 Darryl Fallow: Agree Cate - that will tell us where things are ally at. 

00:25:11 Cate Cooper: Servicing existing power plants is economically sensible at this point 

in time 

00:25:49 Mitzi Tuke: Tanya's office is receiving a lot of calls now. I phoned this morning 

0262777920 

00:26:07 Cate Cooper: Thanks for the number Mitzi! 

00:26:35 Leonora RITTER: Covid crisis = Emperor’s New Clothes. Too many politicians 

still seem to think not mentioning it means it doesn’t exist. 

00:27:02 Anne Layton-Bennett: She'll be receiving a lot of calls and emails about Tasmania's 

takayna/Tarkine as well, urging her to reject MMG's application to further trash it with its mining 

project. 

00:27:10 Darryl Fallow: CoViD does still exist - the numbers confirm this!! Alas! 

00:27:36 Elizabeth Robinson: Spot on Leonora! Concerning 

00:27:44 Cheryl Tonkin: Guess the presumption is if you can't see it it doesn't exist. If only 

that were true. 

00:28:38 Mitzi Tuke: also her email address: minister.plibersek@awe.gov.au  I spoke to 

Tess, who took notes and said it would also be good to email 

00:28:56 Cate Cooper: +++ 

00:30:05 Rob Calvert: Kevin was not the Messiah 

00:31:17 Leonora RITTER: Could be wrong, but Albanese’s humility seems the opposite 

of Rudd’s hubris. 

00:31:45 Jo Barkworth: Hope I didn't miss anything good! Darned over-running meetings... 

     

00:32:40 Cheryl Tonkin: Still enjoying the "relief" but still holding "hope". 

00:32:51 Cate Cooper: All very positive steps 

00:32:53 Bev Majda: @Leonara I agree. To all, good afternoon from Kaurna Country 

(Adelaide Plains) 

00:32:54 Anne Layton-Bennett: Likewise Cheryl 

00:33:02 Elizabeth Robinson: What about Julian Assange?? 
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00:33:06 Linda Peach on Djarrawunang Land: The sense of relief is very strong around the 

place at the moment.  Just that sense of capable leaders making careful decisions. 

00:33:21 Cate Cooper: Hopefully Julian Assange is next on the list 

00:33:31 Murray SAYLE: Green steel is possible with out coal 

00:33:31 Carl Stevens: Katharine, yes relief was palpable, but my perception now is that 

that was transient, and has begun to give way to higher expectation. 

00:33:37 Murray SAYLE: https://www.smart.unsw.edu.au/technologies-products/green-steel 

00:33:41 Kate McBride: Jo Barkworth you'll be able to catch up on the first 20 minutes when 

the webinar is posted online later today!       

00:33:50 Cheryl Tonkin: Find I can't even bring myself to say the previous PM's name. 

00:34:07 Andrew Barty-King: Things are being thought through strategically 

00:34:33 jennifer manson: Cate, also David McBride & Richard Boyle's prosecutions for 

being whistleblowers.  All progressing apace.. 

00:34:44 Jo Barkworth: Thanks Kate 

00:35:03 Linda Peach on Djarrawunang Land: Great analogy 

00:35:12 Greg ("Darwin", Larrakia country, Australia): We don't need any messiah, and we 

don't need daddy and mummy to look after us. We'd be better off deciding things for ourselves. 

#SortitionNow 

#RealDemocracy 

00:36:01 Cheryl Tonkin: Would now like to see an all out no holes barred enquiry into the 

bastardary that took place behind the Colleary/Witness K story. 

00:36:15 Linda Peach on Djarrawunang Land: We've had nine years of no real governance, 

or governance-by-coercion. 

00:36:20 Kate McBride: Also, for those that missed our webinar yesterday with Nobel 

Laureate, Joseph Stiglitz its now available online here. 

https://australiainstitute.org.au/event/joseph-stiglitz-the-role-of-government-in-the-modern-

economy/ 

00:36:42 Cate Cooper: That is really worth watching! 

00:37:17 Linda Tullberg: @Murray Sale, You can make steel with hydrogen via direct 

reduction method but that is lower quality. 70% of steel in Australia is made with blast furnaces and 

it will be harder to replace the coking coal in those. The steel industry is working on it but not 

happening tomorrow. 

00:38:42 Cate Cooper: Are we starting to assign responsibility for COVID mortality to the 

individual? 

00:39:10 Cheryl Tonkin: Yes Cate, they have wiped their hands of us. 

00:39:26 C Clements: certainly the global politick encourages it (dictates it) 
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00:39:48 Linda Peach on Djarrawunang Land: Cate Cooper - yes, the whole concept of 

"personal responsibility" is intended to make us individually responsible for our COVID-19 

experience. 

00:40:03 C Clements: as if public health measures are a thing 

00:40:10 Leonora RITTER: In self-imposed Covid avoiding reduced contact, I really 

appreciate the contact and stimulation of this zoom. 

00:40:35 C Clements: * oops are NOT a thing 

00:40:36 Elizabeth Robinson: We need to also consider Long COVID 

00:40:41 jennifer manson: Yes Leonora.  Zoom has kept me going!!! 

00:40:52 Mitzi Tuke: I think there is cumulative effect over two plus years of exhaustion 

in the public about Covid 

00:41:09 Steve Blume: we have absentee rates of 25-30% in ALL businesses due to covid. 

Yet no concerted ad campaign about such such a simple as mask wearing! VIC Minister today 

rejected the CHO recommendation! 

00:41:14 Linda Peach on Djarrawunang Land: Hospitals and health services are dealing 

with COVID-19 cases increasing alongside much higher rates of influenza than expected. 

00:41:49 jennifer manson: Thank goodness TAI has all of their webinars, which are 

hugely valuable.  You can also watch Senate lectures at Parliament House and a whole range of 

other stuff.  It's great! 

00:41:54 Steve Blume: The Cwlth has no authority on Covid - but could run a campaign to 

educate! 

00:42:09 Linda Tullberg: Shocking that nursing home residents and staff hadn't had 4th shot 

which seems important in avoiding hospitalisations. 

00:42:45 Rosemary Watson: I dont understand why so many people dont use masks, and 

many of those who do, constantly handle the front of their masks where the covid we are trying to 

avoid would be located.  Are we stupid or stupid? 

00:42:58 Darryl Fallow: @Steve Blume - Agree about mask wearing. We seem to have 

become complacent compared to month or so back and the numbers are rising. Mask wearing 

seems a simple expedient and should be encouraged. (I understand Gvt to run an ad. campaign). 

00:42:58 Leonora RITTER: I do wonder to what extent Covid fatigue is a political 

construct. We don’t talk about “road safety fatigue “ or “child safety fatigue“ because they are taken 

seriously as problems that must be solved. 

00:43:07 Cate Cooper: @Steve, I think we are expected to make our own decisions with 

regard to mask wearing and limited exposure. In a way, it's a good thing, but not when the 

emergency payments have been discontinued 

00:44:11 Mike Aubrey: Governments are scared of thye people backlash....because they 

can't sell how serious it is....just wear a mask.....ffs 
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00:44:16 Linda Peach on Djarrawunang Land: Worst flu season in recent years (2017) 

killed less than 1000 people. 

00:44:24 Linda Tullberg: Annoying there is no enforcement of masks on Public Transport. 

Maybe they need to provide free N95s to everyone at train stations. 

00:44:39 Steve Blume: 1100 road deaths a year. 20,000 covid annually. About 5-8x rates of 

flu deaths. Long covid & reinfections not a flu characteristic. 

00:44:57 Cate Cooper: Agree @Leonora 

00:45:04 Jo Barkworth: Far more people dying from COVID than flu, and consequential 

deaths due to delays in (terribly-named) elective surgery than the seasonal flu. People are deluded!! 

and heartless! 

00:45:10 Mike Aubrey: exactly and no supervision of non mask wearers 

00:45:11 Richard Tuffin: If only we could overcome the ignorance of a the shouty minority 

who are against mask mandates and mandated vaccinations! 

00:45:27 Leonora RITTER: Most people who are involved in car accidents don’t die 

….do we therefore think road safety is over emphasised? 

00:46:02 Di Wykes: Everyone can choose to wear masks however, there doesn't seem to 

be any understanding that wearing masks protects other people by reducing the airborne covid load 

and therefore risk. 

00:46:06 Cate Cooper: I'm a flexitarian :) I wouldn't refuse a meal cooked for me that 

contained meat, but I don't buy or cook meat myself 

00:46:23 Cheryl Tonkin: Cate, ditto here. 

00:46:29 Francis Turner: Here is my Covid charts from twitter 

https://twitter.com/FrancisTurner11/status/1546633453038292992/photo/1 

00:46:30 jennifer manson: No Leonora.  We ignore the terrible injuries and disabilities 

for life following car accidents and we should emphasise them as they cause so much misery for 

decades 

00:46:37 Mitzi Tuke: same for me Cate. I eat far less meat than I used to 

00:46:52 Kate McBride: Make sure to get your questions into the Q&A function if you'd like 

them answered 

00:47:37 Kathryn Boles: Jennifer, are those prosecutions still going ahead? (I delayed my 

question during the slides). 

00:48:09 Brian O'Farrell: cognitive dissonance when it comes to tolerance … we should not 

wonder why the gun lobby has so much pull in the USA when we have our own example with covid 

acceptance 

00:48:09 Leonora RITTER: Thanks Jennifer, that is my point. Dismissing concern about 

Covid because it doesn’t kill enough people (!) seems to be a nonsense. 
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00:48:34 jennifer manson: Yes Kathryn.  Both later this year not sure of date but think 1 

is in October and other sooner. 

00:49:22 Kathryn Boles: Maybe the Federal government will intervene before then. They 

have more time. 

00:49:31 Linda Tullberg: So many people suffering due to delays at AAT. 

00:52:04 Carl Stevens: Libs lost 19 seats. 

00:52:37 Cate Cooper: Are we just assuming the LNP will flounder in the wilderness for the 

next decade? :) 

00:52:40 Steve Blume: What Labor does emissions reductions is critical - the target is a 

distraction. Science says at least 60-75% by 2030. Actions matter, targets less so. 

00:52:41 Cheryl Tonkin: Yippee ! 

00:52:48 Richard Tuffin: Carl I think Kathryn was referring to the seats the Libs lost to the 

community independents 

00:53:11 Kathryn Boles: Cate, we can hope! 

00:53:25 Leonora RITTER: Agree that targets can be a distraction. Actions will be what 

count. 

00:53:31 Darryl Fallow: @Steve - Agree target is useful but it is what the government DOES 

that matters! 

00:53:39 Kathryn Boles: I took it that way too, Richard, 

00:53:42 Bev Majda: 43% target should be considered a floor to be built on rather than a 

ceiling to be bagged (Pocock).  I am confident the ALP will view the target in this way too 

00:53:49 Cate Cooper: Can action be legislated? 

00:54:07 Peter Lewis: Public seems a bit over this debate too: 

https://essentialreport.com.au/questions/attitudes-to-action-on-climate-change 

00:54:09 Richard Tuffin: Senator David Pocock said he'd support the 43% total but identified 

it as a base and not a cap 

00:54:27 Brian O'Farrell: Albo should just change the reference year for his 43% to 1990 and 

then everyone happy 

00:54:38 Mitzi Tuke: COP 27 will want national targets to be more than 50% 

00:54:42 Steve Blume: Labor says its floor not a ceiling Bowen said that at National Press 

Club. 

00:54:56 Cate Cooper: 43% is what the Labor party knew could be met before the election 

result was know 

00:55:08 Bev Majda: @Steve   Yes, correct 

00:55:13 Kathryn Boles: Ha ha, Brian. 
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00:55:23 Liz Ryan: the target is not a cap 

00:56:04 Darryl Fallow: Yes - its is a real engineering challenge. I wish I was not retired and 

now entering the workforce. Engineering for the challenges ahead looks like a great and interesting 

opportunity. 

00:56:09 Bev Majda: @Liz  Yes, correct :) 

00:56:21 Steve Blume: Great session as always! have to leave. 

00:56:22 Cate Cooper: Now the private sector has certainty, there is no limit on investment 

in sustainability 

00:56:37 Leonora RITTER: Apart from fear of msm and Opposition attacks, is there a 

rationale for proceeding with the tax cuts at this time? 

00:57:28 Cate Cooper: I would support the beaking of that election promise, or at least the 

defferal 

00:57:28 Murray SAYLE: 2050 target it will be too hot, US, UK Spain France all major heat 

waves now 

00:57:32 Jo Barkworth: these tax cuts don't help the poor and won't help inflation! 

00:57:41 Mitzi Tuke: ++Cate 

00:57:46 Laura Barnes: would changing tack on tax cuts be a good use of early political 

capital?? 

00:57:48 Linda Tullberg: Good question re taxes. Stupid to stick to election promises that no 

longer fit the circumstances. Can do it now - have three years for the Murdoch press to get over it. 

00:57:52 Darryl Fallow: +++Cate 

00:57:55 Brian O'Farrell: why not defer the tax cuts until the pandemic is over or debt 

reduces to projected level at time the cuts were approved 

00:58:08 Leonora RITTER: Could there be a national petition asking the Government to 

break this promise? 

00:58:13 Cate Cooper: Agree @Brian 

00:58:21 Steve Blume: So the 98% under $200,000 income will complain about broken 

promise to give the 2% their cut? 

00:58:31 Cate Cooper: Nice idea @Leonora 

00:58:39 Cheryl Tonkin: The previous government left a lot of landmines behind. 

Deliberately no doubt. 

00:58:42 Alan Coligado: Breaking an election promise wouldn't be ground-breaking. 

00:58:51 Cate Cooper: HAha @Alan 

00:58:55 Tony Simons: Scotty's REGRESSIVE tax cuts are unconscionable. Albo could push 

them out three years because of tough conditions. 
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00:58:57 Linda Tullberg: If you phrase it the way you did Steve Blume, then it might get a lot 

of support. 

00:59:03 Anne Layton-Bennett: It wouldn't be the first election promise to be broken, and 

given he circumstances this one is entirely justified in being broken. To keep it is bonkers and grossly 

unfair. 

00:59:06 Jo Barkworth: We can't run an effective Government by cutting taxes. Look at Sri 

Lanka! 

00:59:25 Cheryl Tonkin: I won't be offended with the breaking of that one. 

00:59:41 jennifer manson: Good point Jo! 

00:59:47 Steve Blume: A typical middle earner can expect $250 a year, whereas a typical 

earner in the top fifth can expect $4,230! 

 

And a Labor Treasurer & PM can't sell that? 

 

Or does Labor think it's supporters are now in the top 20%? 

00:59:59 Darryl Fallow: @Cheryl - neither will I.  Happy to have tax cuts deferred at least. 

01:00:07 Leonora RITTER: Good point, could they defer rather than repeal the tax 

cuts? 

01:00:19 Steve Blume: Seriously? 

 

Must keep all commitments to get re-elected? 

 

Can't sell why that's no longer appropriate? 

 

Can't openly admit why they committed in 2018 - which everyone knows? 

 

Or is Labor really going to lock-in a perpetual Budget loss of ~$16b a year? 

01:00:38 Steve Blume: Seriously? 

 

Must keep all commitments to get re-elected? 

 

Can't sell why that's no longer appropriate? 
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Can't openly admit why they committed in 2018 - which everyone knows? 

 

Or is Labor really going to lock-in a perpetual Budget loss of ~$16b a year? 

01:00:50 Steve Blume: That's more than we spend on the PBS every year! 

 

That's 30% more than the annual spend on higher education! 

 

We have a >$trillion debt & its OK to continue with a tax cut from 2018? 

 

Nonsense. 

01:00:50 Jo Barkworth: I don't want the tax cut, either! I want to see the billionaires taxed 

more! (and cut the loopholes that help them avoid paying it!) 

01:01:09 Anne Layton-Bennett: Agree Jo. 

01:01:14 Cheryl Tonkin: Think this government will do more harm than good to their 

position if they permit this to go ahead. 

01:01:17 Elizabeth Robinson: Totally agree Jo 

01:01:19 Darryl Fallow: Another point - the government has to get its money from 

somewhere for the Services etc we want / desire. 

01:01:25 Steve Blume: Of the $184.2 billion the PBO says stage 3 will cost in its first 7 years, 

$137.9 billion is directed to Australians on $120,000 or more. 

 

A politician, on base of 211,250, will get a tax cut of $9,075. A registered nurse on $72,235 will get a 

tax cut of $681! 

01:01:38 Mitzi Tuke: Yes agree, Jo 

01:01:45 Linda Peach on Djarrawunang Land: Making integrity a key characteristic of this 

government must surely be incredibly important after the nine years of government-by-whim. 

01:01:47 Liz Ryan: big drop like a bucket - but let it go 

01:02:37 Brian O'Farrell: add the tax cuts to a national referundum menu 

01:03:04 Liz Ryan: yes brian - the people could force the issue 

01:03:23 Cheryl Tonkin: Too late now for further lockdowns but not for masks and 

vaccinations. 

01:03:24 Anne Layton-Bennett: Thanks for another great discussion, but gotta go now. 

01:03:54 Francis Turner: We need a major media program to encourage, rather than 

mandate the use of masks. 
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01:04:24 Cate Cooper: Lets start a petition to government in the mould of KRudds Murdoch 

media petition. I think a certain amount of signatures means it has to be considered by the 

governmnet 

01:04:32 jennifer manson: Why not use the guilt approach to encourage people to 

wear masks, making it a moral choice? 

01:04:49 Lewis Noonan: And have free N95s 

01:05:07 Jo Barkworth: A huge proportion of the population will only wear masks if 

mandated. Our workplaces are not keen to mandate (regardless of their WHS duty) while the CHOs 

won't mandate it :-( 

01:05:19 Darryl Fallow: Agree Francis - I heard on RN this morning that the gvt is considering 

an advertising campaign to “Keep Australia Well” by considering others and wearing a mask when SD 

cannot be achieved (eg shopping centres / supermarket) 

01:05:28 Cate Cooper: Anyone feel like writing the petition? 

01:05:32 Bev Majda: All petitions, regardless of size, are merely tabled by Parliament. 

Action isn't obligated.  But they can be somewhat powerful politically 

01:05:37 Kathryn Boles: Cate, make sure you let us know (with details) if you get it up. 

01:05:42 Leonora RITTER: Think the elephant in the room of mask mandates is that 

they will be hard to enforce and unenforced mandates are pointless. See some current behaviour on 

airlines and airports. 

01:05:52 Marianne Sherry: Like that proposal, Cate. Cant do nothing about this insanity, 

but yes, Labor cant break promises esp in this integrity climate! 

01:06:01 Cate Cooper: happy to submit it myself. cqcooper@gmail.com 

01:06:10 Alan Coligado: Thanks for another enlightening session.  Catch you all in a fortnight. 

01:06:18 Carl Stevens: Public education campaigns on COVID have been missing since the 

beginning of 2020. They would have helped enormously. It’s still important. I note Victoria has 

announced today that it will begin such a campaign. 

01:06:58 Jo Barkworth: I have to say that cafes and restaurants and bars possibly the worst 

places for transmission as people are much closer than the average supermarket shopper. And 

poorer ventilation esp during winter. 

01:07:25 Cheryl Tonkin: Jo, don't forget about airports and aircraft. 

01:07:38 Cheryl Tonkin: Flying petrie dishes. 

01:07:50 Cate Cooper: cruise ships? 

01:08:06 jennifer manson: Agree Jo.  Wish they still had more spread out seating.  It 

was so much nicer not being too close to others and not having to compete with others' 

conversations. 

01:08:12 Cheryl Tonkin: Cate, their the floating ones. 

01:08:13 Jo Barkworth: Agreed Cheryl. 
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01:08:32 Jill Newton: Defamation laws are also issues needing huge reforms. 

01:08:42 Cate Cooper: Agree @Jill 

01:09:53 Cate Cooper: Don't forget to contact Tanya Plibersek re the approvals everyone 

01:10:15 Carol Soloff: It would be good to have actual data in the public domain on where 

viral transmission is actually occurring most, which people are suffering most with Covid, and how 

these people are best protected. 

01:10:22 Mitzi Tuke: thanks Cate! 

01:10:45 Bev Majda: Great webinar TAI, and great chat everyone. See you in a fortnight. 

Stay safe 

01:11:11 jennifer manson: Hopefully Tanya does a lot more than Sussan Ley 

01:11:16 Cate Cooper: reposting the number and email address provided by Mitzi 02 6277 

7920 minister.plibersek@awe.gov.au 

01:11:30 Kate McBride: Few minutes left but thanks to all for joining us today and for 

participating in this discussion! For details about upcoming webinars and to book head to 

https://nb.tai.org.au/webinar_series  

 

At the bottom of the page you can view our previous webinars in full if you missed any – including 

this one when it is uploaded soon. 

 

Thanks again for joining us – and enjoy the rest of your day! 

01:11:31 Margaret Hardy: I thought I heard one of the whistleblowers didn't want his 

case stopped as he wanted to win in court. He felt that would clear him which was what he wanted. 

01:11:56 Mitzi Tuke: Really stimulating discussion across many issues, thanks! 

01:12:08 sheila pollard: Thank you everyone.    There is much to think about.     Sheila P. 

Melbourne. 

01:12:15 Di Wykes: Hard to provide that data @Carol when we don't seem to collect 

any. 

01:12:16 Linda Tullberg: More than Sussan Ley is a low bar! 

01:12:31 Liz Ryan: fingers crossed for the murray-darling - the biggest part of the 

environ portfolio now 

01:12:32 jennifer manson: You might be right Margaret, probably McBride being an 

Army lawyer 

01:12:47 Carol Soloff: Decisions made without data…… 

01:13:02 Margaret Hardy: Yes probably him. 

01:13:35 sheila pollard: I agree Ebony.  It is important. 
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01:13:50 Darryl Fallow: Great forum / discussion today - Thanks TAI. Looking forward to the 

next one. 

01:13:59 Liz Ryan: Greay discussion - many thanks panel 

01:13:59 Linda Tullberg: Thanks as always. 

01:14:01 Pauline Brown: Thanks for raising this important issue Ebony 

01:14:03 Mary Stephens: Thanks everyone 

01:14:07 Denise Rawling: wonderful discussison - thank you all! 

01:14:08 Carl Stevens: Thank you Eb Pete and Katharine brilliant as usual 

01:14:10 Margaret Hardy: Thank you, great as usual. 

01:14:10 Cate Cooper: Thank you! 

01:14:11 jennifer manson: Thanks for lots of interesting conversation!!!! 

01:14:17 Yvette Skinner: Thank you all 

01:14:20 Judith Leslie: Thanks ...very good 

01:14:23 Jo Barkworth: Thanks everyone and fellow chatees!      

01:14:27 minnie watson: Great to see Eb on ABC breakfast - more please!!!! 


